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About This Game

Until I Have You, is a story-driven, fast-paced, retro-aesthetic platformer, engulfed in a Cyberpunk setting.

Driving you to the edge of your seat as you run n' gun through enemies, the game recounts a thrilling story of regret, love and
corruption, in a city that’s gone haywire and just doesn't give a damn.

This is the story of the ARTIST, a talented assassin, who has worked many dirty jobs in a long and successful career. Finally
heeding the pleadings of his wife, he has decided it's time to quit this ugly business and live a simple and peaceful life. However
the ARTIST’s clients know he is irreplaceable, and are unwilling to allow the craftsman to hangup his tool belt. They send him

this message by kidnapping his wife, Emily, and make it clear, retirement is not an option! The ARTIST is determined to get his
wife back, and prepares himself for one last assignment. He understands to be successful he needs to go all out, and he procures

a rare exoskeleton suit. Although this provides him with additional powers, it also can cause hallucinations and affect his
judgment.

If you could save someone, how much of yourself would you be willing to sacrifice?

Features:

 12 Chapters of immersive story-telling
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 Beautifully pixelated environments

 Fast paced action

 Over 60 unique Enemies and 12 Boss Fights.

 Rich and Diverse Settings (both in gameplay mechanisms and visuals)

 Fully Voiced Dialogues

 Gritty Cyberpunk Atmosphere

 Keyboard & Controller Support
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Title: Until I Have You
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Wormwood Studios
Publisher:
Digital Tribe
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or Better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 5 or Above

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX-compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: Xbox 360 Controller supported

English
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Amazing game! Brings me back to the tiberium sun games. Must buy!!. Summary: This is pretty fun BUT it's basically a beta
for the Avernum 1-2-3 remakes, and kinda falls apart in the last third.

I know its somewhat unfair to judge a game due to lacking the features and balance changes that were introduced in later
sequels, but having played Escape from the Pit \/ Crystal Souls first, I wound up missing a lot of basic quality of life features.
For instance, if you want to make an attack with a ranged weapon and you're too far away to do so, the game won't just run your
character forward, but will instead tell you that you can't attack. A lot of annoying little things that alternate between that and
outright balance changes:

*You basically get into combat the second you see an enemy, so you never have time to buff before a fight - you either run
through the overworld with buffs constantly on, or give up on them entirely.
* Clerics get their first area of effect spell very late, and it's a fire spell that rolls around just when you're fighting mostly fire-
resistant enemies.
* Fire-resistant enemies that love to block melee attacks. I never really felt my party was in danger past the early game unless I
stumbled into a sidequest combat without being prepared for it, but a lot of the unavoidable maingame combat was horribly
sloggy, with the enemies being way more tanky than necessary.
* The game is kinda balanced so that you get a lot of challenge out of optional sidequests on normal difficulty while unavoidable
maingame content is quite a bit easier (if sloggy). Not sure if I approve of that, and the very notion of going through the
sidequest combat on a higher difficulty is frightening.
* Game kinda falls apart in the end. You kill the ostensible main bad guys, and are then left retreading the same ground for a
few hours, cleaning up loose ends and doing fairly unimpressive quests until you're allowed to access the endgame battle. An
endgame which doesn't even have named enemies.

With all that in mind, I had a great deal of fun fighting and exploring for about two-thirds of the game, and was invested enough
to slog through the remaining third, poor balance and annoying interface issues and all. Not quite the epic sendoff the series
deserved, but probably worth your time nonetheless.. i purchased this DLC a couple of days ago, and can't seem to get this to
work. i'm wondering does anyone know how to get it to work? i love playing this game and customizing the trucks, so i would
like to get this dlc to work. i do recommend this game to play, its fun and it's a lot like real trucking, i'm a trucker myself so i
speak first hand on how realistic it actually is.. Just thought this game needed another negative review. Read the negative
reviews other players have posted and you'll understand approximatelly how I feel about the game. (Fun for 2-4h max and then
it gets repetitive until you stop playing...... forever). screensaver simulator. I was expecting Harvest Moon or Stardew Valley
with some VN stuff but I got no gameplay, a lot of water melon seeds, and a story about a couple of NEETs selling their bodies
because they don't want to work for a living
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This game should come with a medical warning. It's a 99 cent acid trip with a significant chance of a brain damaging freak out.

It was so nonsensical, my jaw dropped several times when I finally figured out the next random sequence of object interactions
that drove the "plot" forward. At first, this was frustrating, but then it got funny - really funny - laugh out loud funny as the
game moved on (the use for the piranha wins the prize for absurdity). I have completed the game and its bizarre epilogue, and I
still have no idea what was going on. I've got to believe this was intentional. It's as if the developers took the half-baked ideas
and glaring plot holes from a dozen different low budget Sci-Fi movies and used a random number generator to assign them a
position in the game's "script". This isn't merely a language translation problem (though there were several of these throughout
the game) this is total lack of pyschological coherence problem, and it is (intentionally?\/unintentionally?) hilarious like an Ed
Wood movie.

I am recommending the game only to people who have read the above description of my playthrough and thought - "I've got to
see this fever dream." If you read the description and had any other reaction, I do not recommend this game.. Might just be me..
but where is the music and the book??. Great game, just wish it had multiplayer.. The first game was already very good and I
really liked it! But this second game is even better, it improves everything that made the first one good and even corrects some
of its defects. It takes a while to get it under control but once it's done, that's when you realize how subtle and very good its
gameplay is! I highly recommend it ;-). This is the only DLC pack worth buying in this game because the cars it offers are
genuinely good. However it was supposed to have an RX-7 instead of an Alfa 4C which would've made it even better.. Worth
the sale price, wasn't planning to say this, but worth full price, probably not much more than that though. It's pretty short for
some endings, and the structure is a 'choose your own adventure' with minimal, but important exploring. I'm still trying to piece
together what happened (you get it in snippets).
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